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Abstract

In this paper, an analysis of vibration of head gimbals assembly (HGA) in hard disk drive (HDD) with operational HDD are studied. ANSYS is used for the finite element (FE) modeling and simulation. The FE model is verified by conducting a modal analysis of HGA. Resonant frequencies are compared with the Modal testing from Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) results. The results of the natural frequencies and mode shape from both finite elements analysis (FEA) and SLDV show a good agreement and this information can also be used to further study the vibrations of Head Stack Assembly (HSA) and to develop the finite element model of HGA.
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Introduction

Hard disk drive (HDD) are the most useful external storage devices for computer systems and consumer electronic equipment. Digital information is recorded in concentric tracks on rotating disks using miniaturized read/write (R/W) elements in an HDD. R/W elements are mounted on self-lubricated sub micrometer flying sliders. These sliders are connected to stainless steel (SST) suspensions that are connected to guide actuator arms and a voice coil motor (VCM) which allows cross-track seeking and track following of R/W elements. A head gimbal assembly (HGA) consists of the slider and the SST suspension. The recording density of HDDs increases several tenths of a percent every year. However, the airflow–induced vibration of an HGA windage is an obstacle to increasing track densities in HDD. (Shigeo Nakamura et al., 2005) Our earlier finite element analysis studies have shown natural frequencies and mode shape comparable with experimental.

The strategy of the present study technique in predicts results of vibration by finite element analysis. Which this research aerodynamic force in HDD that happen be force the source does with HGA while flow through the spacing between a pair of HGAs (mainstream) the state of inner track following get from the research (Hayato Shimizu et al., 2003) under resemble various conditions Most of the data reported in this paper information can also be used to further study the vibrations of head stack assembly (HSA) and to develop the finite element model of HGA.
Finite Element Model

Finite element model of HGA in 3.5-in HDD was created using the commercially available finite element package, ANSYS version 10. (Eric et al., 2003) The overall model includes base plate, hinge, load arm and gimbals. The overall FE model is shown before boundary condition in Figure 1. A combination of 20 Node quadratic hexahedron (Solid186) in one element. The whole FE model includes elements 27142 solid elements and 12674 surface contact (Gu et al., 2006) base plate, hinge, load arm, and gimbals are made of stainless steel The FEA model’s total number of degrees of freedom was approximately 105,356.

The model used for the simulations show in Figure 2 rigid boundary and displacement of head slider Y direction form airflow on disk platter 5 to 10e-6 mm. The aerodynamic force exciting (i.e., Fz = 1e-3N, Fy = 1.5e-3N, Mx = 2e-3N) (Hayato Shimizu et al., 2003)

The finite element solver used, ANSYS, is a harmonic response mode superposition and mode-frequency analysis solver variable frequency from 500 to 15000 Hz and using three mode

From this point of view, it is preferable to design the system so that the resonance frequency of the head gimbal assembly is as high as possible. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the analytical results both frequency response function (FRF) and the resonance mode of the commercial HGA system using the finite element analysis (FEA).

1) First bending mode. This is a bending mode induced by fixing the head slider with a base plat on the tip portion of the load arm, while the head slider is above the disk surface. The first bending mode influences the head positioning performance (accuracy) in normal read/write operations. The resonance frequency of the first bending mode is estimated to be 4.83 kHz in the commercial HGA.

2) First bending and gimbal torsion mode. This is the bending mode resemble with First bending mode only but the gimbal torsion happen at the same time first bending mode head slider to jump from the disk surface. The higher the resonance frequency of the first bending and gimbal torsion mode is estimated to be 7.73 kHz in the commercial HGA.

3) First torsion mode: This is the first torsion mode of the load arm. The resonance frequency of the first torsion mode is 10.59 kHz, which is also high enough for the practical control band of the system. (Hideki Kuwajima et al. 2006.)
Experimental Results

Figure 5 shows the experimental setup. The specimen used in the experiments is a 3.5-in HDD rotating speed of disk platter 7200 rpm test on general operation system HDD. By exciting spindle motor and voice coil motor (VCM). The modes of the HGA were measured experimentally using a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) the basic LDV transducer is a device which is capable of detecting the instantaneous velocity of the surface of a structure. The velocity measurement is made by directing a beam of laser light at the target point and measuring the Doppler shifted wavelength of the reflected light which is returned from the moving surface, using an interferometer. The measurement made is of the velocity of the target point along the line of the laser beam. (Ewins, 1984)

From Experimental setup model starting from signal exciting from signal generator excite the spindle motor and VCM after that signal of measurement from rank 500 to 15000 Hz send to dynamic signal analyzer (DSC) for at will seek Frequency response function. For measurement point show in Figure 6 scanning LDV automatic scan measure all point on surface.
Results of experimental display frequency response function show in Figure 7 and mode shape of HGA in Figure 8 results of experimental were used to verify the finite elements model.

Figure 7. Frequency response function (FRF) from experimental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode no.</th>
<th>FEA (Hz)</th>
<th>Exp (Hz)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,837</td>
<td>4,938</td>
<td>First Bending</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7,736</td>
<td>7,375</td>
<td>First Bending &amp; Gimbal Torsion</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10,595</td>
<td>9,750</td>
<td>First Torsion</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

The structural finite element model of the HGA in HDD, show in Figure 1, gives results for forces moments and various conditions applied to the HGA. A modal analysis of our model was performed and compared with experimental results. The results of the modal analysis are show in table 1. We observe good agreement between the measured modes and the results of the finite element model. Most of the data reported in this paper information can also be used to further study the vibrations of head stack assembly (HSA) and to develop the finite element model of HGA.
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